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Swan’s paper, “On Seminormality” neatly characterizes commutative 
reduced steadfast rings as the reduced rings which are p-seminormal forall p 
[lo]. Swan conjectured that R, a commutative ring, is steadfast iffRred is 
steadfast. Rred = R/N, where N is the ideal of nilpotents of R. It is the 
purpose of this note to prove this result and to similarly extend some results 
of Greither on R-algebras in one variable.’ A general lifting theorem is 
employed which may be of independent i erest. All rings are commutative 
with 1. 
1. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
If R and S are isomorphic rings, then R[X] is clearly isomorphic to S[ Y], 
where X and Y are indeterminates. If R [X,,] isisomorphic to S[ Y,] where X, 
and Y, are collections of n independent indeterminates, th n R and S are 
called stably isomorphic. Thequestion fwhether R and S stably isomorphic 
implies R and S isomorphic was settled by Hochster in the negative as
recently as 1972 [6]. Subsequently, a number of people sought conditions  
R so that S stably isomorphic toR implies S isomorphic toR. When the 
latter condition holds, R is called invariant. Invariant rings include fields 
K K[X], K[& Y], and certain o e dimensional domains. [1-3, 71. (The 
problem under discussion here should not be confused with the related 
Zariski problem of whether K(X) isomorphic toL(Y) implies K and L 
isomorphic where K, L are fields and X, Y are field indeterminates.) 
Related to the notion of invariance is the idea of R-invariance. An R- 
algebra A is R-invariant if A[X,] zR B [ Y,] implies that B is R-isomorphic to 
A. Since R itself is easily seen to be R-invariant, the simplest ring one might 
’ Since writing the paper it has come to my attention that Asanuma has proved the 
mentioned result inhis paper “On Stably Polynomial A gebras.” 
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investigate for R-invariance is R[X,]. R is called steadfast if R[X,] is R- 
invariant. Since it is natural toidentify somorphic r ngs, R is steadfast if 
R [X,, ] = S[ Y,] with R G S implies that Sz R [X,]. The following u ex- 
pected xample ofa nonsteadfast ring depends heavily on the failure of R to 
be seminormal. 
Let R = Z/pZ[a’, a”] E Z/pZ[u], or let R = Z[pu, u’, u’] G Z[a], where 
a is an indeterminate. Le  B = R [Z - uZP, Z”], where Z is an indeterminate 
independent of a. Then R[X,,X,]=B[Y,] if X,=Z-u(Z+uY,)” and 
X, = Y, + (Z + aY,)“. The relation X, +uX, = Z + uY, allows one to solve 
for Y,, Zp, and Z - uZP in terms of X,, and X, [5, p. 141. 
R is defective in the sense that here is a “missing element.” There are a
number of characterizations of he seminormal property, one of which is that 
there are no “missing elements.” More precisely, Traverso howed the 
following arequivalent under the assumption that he integral closure ofR
in its total quotient ring Q(R) is finite over R. 
(1) R is seminormal, i.e., R = +R = (XE Q(R)IX/l E R, + 
J(RpQ(R)) for all primes P of R} J( ) = Jacobson radical. 
(2) Pit R = Pit R[Xl, where Pit stands for the Picard group of 
isomorphism classes offinitely generated projective rank one modules 
under OR. 
The author, however, prefers to think of R as seminormal if:
(3) a*, a3 E R implies a ER, where a E Q(R), and in fact his 
condition s equivalent to (1) and (2) [5, p. 14, 151. 
The failure of (3) figures prominently in the failure of R above to be 
steadfast. However, the condition that Pit R z Pit R[X,] is most useful in
proving that aring R is steadfast. 
Swan generalized th  notion f seminormality by removing the finiteness 
assumption andreformulating (3) as (3’) b, c E R with b3 = c* implies there 
exists a ER with a* = b, a3 = c. A ring R is called seminormal if R is 
reduced and (3’) holds. Swan established t  equivalence of (1) with this 
definition if R is reduced. Swan also definedp-seminormality as fo lows. R is
p-seminormal if R is reduced and b, c, d E R with b3 = c2, d* =p’b, 
d3 =p3c, implies there exists ana E R with a* = b, u3 = c, and pa = d. He 
obtains results relating thep-seminormality of Rredand the Picard groups of 
R and R[X,,]. These results were used to tie up the loose ends of [ 51 in the 
result mentioned inthe opening paragraph. T us, the settling of the 
conjecture that R is steadfast iff Rred is steadfast means that steadfast rings 
will be well characterized. 
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2. A LIFTING THEOREM AND THE RESULT 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be any ring, I?= R/N, where N is the ideal of 
nilpotents. Let s be a finite s t of generators f R[X, ] over I?. Then if S is -- 
anys~ofIiftofStoR[X,],R[S]=R[~,].Inparticular,ifB[Y,]=R[X,] 
with B 1 R-andfinitely generated over R, then B[ Y,,,] = R [X,,], where B is 
any lift of B and Yi lift Yi. 
-- 
Proof. Since R [S] = @X,] and .!? is finite, here is a finite set of coef- 
ficients from R which relate X,, and .% Let R0 = the subring ofR generated 
by 1 and these coefficients. Let R, be a lift ofR,, which contains the coef- 
ficients required to obtain the elements ofS. R, can also be chosen as a 
finitely generated ring and is hence Noetherian. We have R,[X,,] = R,[S] +
N,,R,,[X,] where No is the ideal ofnilpotents of R,. Since Nk, = 0 for some k, 
R,[X,] = R,[S] + N;R,[X,] = ..a = R,[S]. Tensor by R over R, to obtain 
R [X,] =R [S]. The rest is clear. 
Arguments similar to the one given above will be given at several points in
the paper, and will only be outlined. 
The following theorem in its present form is due to Swan. It is a 
generalization of a result in an earlier v sion fthis paper. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring, i?= Rred = R/N and let 
6: R[K, )...) X,]+ R[X ,,..., X, ] be an E-algebra homomorphism with 6’ = $. 
Then 4 lifts oan R-algebra homomorphism 4: R [X, ..., X,]-+ R [X, ..., X,]
with 4’ = 4. 
-- 
Proof. Since B= @(R [X, ..., X, ]) is finitely generated over I& we can 
reduce tothe case where R is Noetherian. (Choose R,, as the subring ofR 
generated by 1, and the finite set of coefficients nvolved in generating g over 
R. Choose R, as a Noetherian lift ofR,,. If (,, : R,[X, ..., X,]-+ R,[X, ..., X,]
is such that &, = #,,, then tensoring by R yields d: R[X, ,..., X,]+ 
R [X, ..., X,]-with 4” = 4.) 
Now lift 4 o an R-algebra homomorphism 4 : R (X, ..., X,]. Let B = Im 4. 
It is clear that B maps onto A= Im F so we have 
R [X, ..., X,]+ B ‘=+ R [X, ..., X,]
f 
P 
i 
i 
i 
R[X, (...) X”]-wic,R[X I,..., X,]. 
F i 
Let B = pj : B + B. Apply R@ R to the top row, obtaining 
Iqx, )...) X,] 2 B’ i I?[X, ,..., X, ], 
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with B’= B/M? (j may not be injective). Since ~7 = J)T = $, j factors a
l?-t9A=+‘%[X,,..., X ] andp=@-. 0 induces #=b-:B-+B and @=8, 
since 82 =~J~j=&& =jjpjq =$ijq =Fj= 8, since fj= 1,. It follows that 
19’ - 8 maps B into NB, and therefore maps N’B into N’+ ‘B. If r is large, 
(0’ - r3)r : B --f N’B = 0, so (0’ - 0)’ = 0. Expansion shows that 0’ is a linear 
combination of r+ ‘, P2,..., t?2r, so 8’B c t?‘+ B, and therefore BrB = P+ ‘B. 
Since 8: B’B + Or+ ‘B = B’B is onto and 8’B is Noetherian, 8 restricted to 
t9’B is an automorphism. Let cz be the inverse of t9’+’ restricted to B’B, and 
define $ to be the composition of the maps below. 
R [X, ..., X,]-+ B 2 r!?‘B<tB=+R[X ,,..., X,]. 
P .i 
Then I$’ =ja@pjatTp = jai?” la@p = jaWp = 4. 
Since 6’ induces l,- on 2 = Bred, 8’B = x and 6 = 1, so 
R [X, ..., X,] 1: B f B’B 1: B’B d R [X, ..., X,]
1111 
Iqx, )..., x,14x = A = AdR[X,,...,X,] 
shows that 4lifts 4 (and also that A = B’B). 
It is known that R/N steadfast implies R teadfast. The converse is one of 
the goals of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If Rred is not steadfast, then R is not steadfast. 
Proof Rred cannot be p-seminormal by Swan’s result. Therefore, there 
exist 6,E, 2 in Rred ,so b2 = E3, p3&= d3, and p2E = d2, but no d E Rred such 
that a2 = F, 6’ = b; pa = d. R red [a] =R red [Xl/(X’ - F, X3 - 6, pX - ci>, with 
ti= x is such that Rred is injected into R,,,[d] [ 10, Lemma 4.31. Therefore, 
we can construct thering 2 as in Section 1.Namely, let B = R,,,[Z - rfZp, 
Zpl ~%,[4W %‘,I =Rre&,v x2], where x, = Z - ti(Z + a~,)” and 
x2=y1+ (Z+eh) p. Note thfn,xl + 6x2 = Z + @,, y, = x2 - (x, +Lfx2)p, 
zp = [x1 +ci(x, + Lsx,)q”, z - c7Z” =x1 + 6(x* +tix2)P - d[x, +
n(x, +(f~~)~],. While de Rred, pa; d’(i > 2) are in Rred, so all expr_essions 
have coefficients in Rred after high school algebra work. If B were 
isomorphic to Rled [x,] it coud be argued that dE Rled. 
Let $: i?[X, , X2] --t R[X,, X2] be defined as the identity on g, and send yi 
to 0. Then p = &. Let # lift 6 as in Theorem 2.2, so 4: R [X1, X2] + 
R [X,, X2]. Let B = $(R[X,, X2]). Let Y, be a lift ofy,. By Lemma 2.1, 
B[ Y,] = R [X,  X2]. If #(Y,) # 0, replace Y,with Y, - #(Y,). Bythe idem- 
potency of4 we can assume #(Yi) = 0. Y, is not a zero divisor as it lifts y,, 
which as invertible X2 coefficient. (Check the relations between X,, X2 and 
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Z - aZP, Zp, JJ,.) Thus, if Y, is not an indeterminate ov r B, then 
.a. + b, Y; = 0, where b, # 0. However, o(b, + .. b Y”) = 0 implies 
$;bT) = b, = 0. This contradiction sh ws B is stably isomo”rphic to R [X]. If 
B were isomorphic toR [Xl, then Bred = B would be isomorphic toR[X]. 
Thus, R is not steadfast. 
We obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. R is steadfast iffRred issteadfast tgRred is p-seminormal 
for all p. 
3. A CONCRETE VIEW OF B 
This section will only be of interest to hose who are curious about he 
nature of B stably isomorphic to R [Xi], but not isomorphic to R [X, 1. First 
suppose that R is reduced. Ifthere is such a B, of course R is not steadfast 
and hence not p-seminormal for some p. We have the following proposition 
about B. 
PROPOSITION ,3.1. If R is reduced and R [X,,, ]= B[ Y,,] with 
B z& R[X,], then there xist a finite number of elements a,,..., ak in the total 
quotient ring of R so that he following hold. 
(1) B[a,,...,a,]~R[a,,...,a,][X,]. 
(2) If B[a, ..., a,]= R[a, ..., a,][Z] = T, then there xists N so that 
f(Z)" E B and Nf (Z) E B for all f(Z) E T. In particular, ZN E B and 
NZEB. 
(3) There is a polynomial f(Z) in B of the form Z + r$Z2 + ... +
rj* Zj with rT E R [a, ..., a,]. 
Proof of (1). B is finitely generated over R since B is isomorphic to
RF,+ 1I/(Yl ,---v Y,). Thus, similar tothe argument for 2.1, there xists R,, 
B, so R,[X,,+,] =B,[Y,,], where R E R ORoR,,, and Br R @ R,BO. If B, 
were E R,[X], we would obtain B E R [Xl. Thus, R, is not steadfast, and 
hence not p-seminormal for some p. R, is reduced, Noetherian, and 
pseudogeometric. Therefore, R 0 has finite normalization, EC 
Since R, is not p-seminormal forall p, there exists a,E R, -R, such that 
a:, a:, p,a, E R, for some p1 prime. If R,[a,] is p-seminormal forall p, we 
stop, as R,[a,] would be steadfast. ThenB[a,] g R[a,][X,]. If R,[a,] is not 
p-seminormal for all p, then there xists a,EKt,- R,[a,] with p2a2, a:, 
a: E Ro[a,]. Since E,, is a finite module over R,, which is p-seminormal for 
all p, after a finite number of steps we must reach aring R,[a, ..., a,], which 
is p-seminormal for all p. Further af, al, piai E R,[a ,,..., ai-,], Thus, 
Bb 1,..., ak]=R[a,, . . . . a,][X,]. 
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Proof of (2). Suppose B[a, ..., a,]= R [a, ..., a,., 21, where {a, ..., ak}are 
chosen as in the proof of 1). Then Z E R [a, ..., ak][Xn+ ,I. If 
Si = R [a, ..., ai], note that piSisSip,. Thus, p,pz...pkSksR. In 
addition, S~~={S*~~SES~]G.S-~. Thus, SzcR, and NS,ER if 
N=P,P, “‘Pk. 
Similarly, if Ti = B[a, ..., a,], piTi G Tim 1 and TTi E Tie,. Likewise 
Tt G B and NT, c B. The result follows. 
Proof of (3). B consists of polynomials p(Z) with coefficients i  
R [a, ..., ak]such that after substituting Z = Z(X, ,...,Xn+l), the resulting 
coefficients are in R. We assume (Z, Y, } are without constants in
R [a, ...? a,]. 
Step One. If p(Z) = r:Z + higher terms is in B, r: E R. To see this, 
observe that (Y,, Z} is a minima1 generating setof R [a, ..., a,][X,+ ,] over 
R [a, ..., a,]. Thus, the Jacobian matrix (a( Y,, Z))/@(X, +, }) is invertible. 
By multiplying Z by a suitable constant, we can assume the determinant is 
one. If Z=T~~+~X, + a-. +r,+,,+,X,+,  higher terms, we find by setting 
all Xi=0 in the Jacobian matrix that rlntl a +.*a+ In+1 
rn+ln+l qn+ln+l = 1, where a, is the ij cofactor. Because (Y, ..., Y,,} G 
R[X,],A,ER ifj=n+l.Nowr,*Z+~~~+r,*Z”EBimpliesr~rint,ER 
for all i, since it is ultimate coefficient of Xi. Thus, r: = 
rl*rl”t 1 a + In+1 .-* +~l*rntIn+l~.tIn+~ ER* 
Step Two. Define Zto be set of elements ofR [a, ..., a,], such that iE Z if 
there is a polynomial p(Z) E B with Z coefficient = i. By Step one and the 
preceding remark, Z is an idea1 of R. We show ZR [a, ..., ak]= R [a, ..., a,]
implies Z = R. Therefore, suppose Cf= 1 ijwj = 1, where wj E R [u, ..., a,], 
and ijE I. Let pi ‘and Si be as in the Proof of 2. Then each term of 
(Cijwj)“l E ZR [a, ..., a,_,], and by induction itfollows that each term of 
(zij wj)” with N = p, p2 ...pk is in ZR. Since lN= 1, Z=R. 
Step Three. Z = R. If not, then ZR[a, ..., a,]# R(a, ..., a,], so 
ZR [a, .,., a,]n R = K is a proper idea1 of R 3 I. Let J= the idea1 of 
U = R[X,,+ ,] generated by K and all XiXj. U/J= R/K + RfKX, + . . . + 
R/KX,, , as an R/K module. But U also = B[ Y,,], and each element of B is 
of the form r,,+i,Z+rfZ’+...+r,*Z”, with r,ER, i,EZ, r:E 
R[a , ,..., a,]. Since all coefficients end up in R after xpressing theelement in
termsoftheXi,wegetBcR+KX,+KX,+...+KX,,,+J~R+JU.In 
this case, U/J has only n + 1 generators. This contradiction implies Z = R, 
and the result follows. 
The example mentioned arlier in the paper is thus een to be the simplest 
typical example. The following slightly more genera1 example may be of 
some interest. 
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EXAMPLE. Let R be any ring G S with a E S-R, but a*, a’, pa E R. 
Let B = R[Z - uf(Zp”), Zp”], wherefis apolynomial inR[X]. 
B[Y,l=R[X,,X,l, 
with 
x, = z - uf((Z + aY,)P"), 
x2 = Y, tf((z taY,)P"), 
X,tuX*=ZtuY,, 
SO 
y, =x, -f((X, + ~dP”), 
Z”” = [X, t uf((X, + u )P”)]P”, 
ajZ’ = u’(X, t af((X, + uX,)~‘))‘, j>2,ia 1, 
and Z - uf(Zp”) = X, - g(ajZ’, Yi) for some g. 
Swan communicated to me an explicit description of a B stably 
isomorphic to R [X] but not isomorphic to R [X] with R E B, in the case that 
R is not reduced. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Swan). If R is not steadfast ndpossibly not reduced, 
let 6, c, d E R with b’ E c’, p2b E d2, p’c E d3 mod nil (R), define a,, = b” 
for n>l, a2,,+,=b”c for n>O. Let F(T,U)=TPtdTP~‘Ut 
($) a, U2Tp-2 t . . . +pu,-,UP-‘TtapUP-UER[T,U], with T,U inde- 
terminates. Note that if S = Rred [a], where E2 = 6, a3 = C, pti = 2, 6, = Cm, 
then F( T, U) = (T t cW)~ - U in S[ T, U]. Let B = R [T, U]/(F( T,U)). Then 
B is stably isomorphic not isomorphic to R[X]. 
Proof. SendB+B=R-[Z-CZP,Zp] by T+i=Z-aZP, U+U=Zp.* 
Define 4: R [X,, X2] -+ B[ Y,] by X, -+ lift of Z - u(Z t a~,)~, X2 -+ lift of 
y, t (Z t ay,)p. Then 
(1) Bred r B= R[Z - uZP, Z”]. 
(2) ~:R[X,,X,l~B[Y,l. 
* The reader may need to refer to the relations involved in g[ y, 1 = l?[x, , x2 1 given in the 
proof of 2.3. 
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Proof of (1). Since F(& zi) = 0 and 3 is reduced, we have 
B -H B/(B nil R) = R[ T, U]/(F(T, U))?B. 
Suppose G(T, U) E R[7’, U]/(F(T, U)) goes to 0 in g. Since F= TP + .s. is 
manic in T, we can change G mod F to G = Urn CPzd G,(U) T’, 
where ukGi(U) for some i (assuming G#O mod F). 
Since U-+ Zp, which is regular in 3, Cf:d G,(U) T’+ 0 = 
CP:d Gi(ZP)(Z - &Zp)’ E S[Z]. Let Zp = 0. This yields Ce:d G,(O) Z’ = 0 
in S[Z]/(Zp), which implies G,(O) = 0 for all i, but the kernel ofthe map 
from B/nil B -+ S[Z]/(Zp) is clearly generated by U. Then UI;G,(U) provides 
the contradiction to G # 0 mod E Thus, Bis an isomorphism, and the other 
maps must also be isomorphisms. In particular, nil B = (nil R)B. 
Proof of (2). First assume the following lemma. 
LEMMA. There xist t, u E R [X,, X,], such that i= Z - aZp and ii = Zp 
in R [Z - aZp, Zp], and F(t, u) = 0. 
Next define ty:B[Y,]-+R[X,,X,] by T-t, U-+u, Y,-+lift o Y1=xz-- 
(xi +‘IX,)~. We argue that w and 4 are isomorphisms. Again, the argument 
mimics the argument in2.1, Reduce to the Noetherian c se. Observe that Qtq 
and 4~ are onto endomorphisms because R [X, X,1 = ty#(R [X, X,1) +
iVR [X,, X,] with N nilpotent implies R [X, X,] = I&(R [X, X,1). Since nil 
B = (nil R)B, a similar argument implies @yB[ Y,] = B[ Y,]. Since both rings 
are Noetherian, q5w and ~4 are indeed isomorphisms whence w and 4 are. 
Proof of Lemma. Let e = F(t, u) E Ni. Let F, = aF/aT and 
F,=aF/au+ 1. Then Fr =p(T + tiqp-‘, F” =pti(T + ~33)~~‘. Let 
t’ = t + ae, u’=u+/3e. Then F(t’,u’)=F(t,u)+F,ae+F,/?e-pe+ 
e’(-..). 
Step 1. Leta=O,/I=1.ThenF(t’,u’)=F,~e+e2(~~~).ButF,hasa1l 
coefficients n J= (b, c, d) c R so F,(T, U) E JR [X,,, X ]. 
Step 2. Let t” = t’ + a’e, u” = u’ + P’e, where p’ = F,(t, u) and -a’ lifts 
5 F,(t, u), which E cE[x,, x2] GJ[x,, x2]. Now, F(t”, u”) = F(t’, u’) + 
F,(t’, u’) a’e + F&l, u’)P’e - P’e + we + e2( sss ))’ = [FT(t’, u’) a’ + 
p’F&‘, u’)] e-+ e2( ). But, by construction, he expression n the brackets 
goes to 0 in R [x, x,]. Thus, F(t”, u”) E eN, E N”,+ ‘, and the claim follows 
since Ni= 0. 
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It is clear that (1) and (2) give the result asR[Z - aZP, ZQ] is not 
isomorphic to R[X]. While R does not necessarily havemissing elements as 
R does, the polynomial F(T, U) reflects the defect inR. 
4. APPLICATION TO ALGERAS IN ONE VARIABLE 
Cornelius Greither generalized Swan’s result that a reduced ring R is 
steadfast iff R is p-seminormal for all p to a result about invertible alg bras 
in one variable. Specifically, l invertible R-algebras in one variable are 
symmetric algebras iffR is p-seminormal for all p. (It was taken for granted 
that R is reduced inthis statement.) Definitions f llow. 
DEFINITION 4.1. An R-algebra is projective if for any surjective R- 
algebra morphism b :B -+ C, and for any R-algebra morphism a :A + C there 
is an R-algebra morphism c: A + B with bc = a. (Projective alg bras are 
precisely the retracts of polynomial algebras.) 
Definition 4.2. An R-algebra is invertible f there is some R-algebra B 
such that A OR B is R-algebra-isomorphic t  some polynomial algebra over 
R. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For any R-algebra A, we say that A is an R-algebra 
in one variable iff the following condition s met: There is a finite s t 
IX i ,..., X,}c A such that 
(i) A=R[X,,...,X,]; 
(ii) for 1 < i < j < n there is a polynomial relation F(X,, Xj) = 0, 
where FE R [X, Y] and the ideal generated by the coefficients of F has zero 
annihilator in R. 
The following theorems extend Greither’s results. 
THEOREM 4.1. R has the property hat all invertible R-‘algebra in one 
variable are symmetric 19R reduced has this property ifs R reduced is p- 
seminormal for all p. (Rreduced = R/N, where N = ideal of nilpotents.) 
Proof: The second equivalence has already been observed. First, suppose 
Rred has the property that all invertible Rred algebras aresymmetric, whence 
R red is p-seminormal forall p, Let A be an invertible R-algebra in one 
variable. Greither’s paper contains the ingredients of he proof that A is 
symmetric. An outline follows. Reduce to the local case as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 4.6 of [4]. The idea is to construct R, by 
adjoining to the image of Z in R a finite number of coefficients, so thatif 
A = R[a, ... a,] and A@BrR[T ,,..., rn], then A, =R,[a, ..., a, ,] isan 
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invertible R, algebra inone variable, and A z A, OR0 R. One must also take 
the p-seminormalization of R, redwhich can only require a finite number of 
steps, and lift. Localization of a p-seminormal ring is p-seminormal [lo]. 
Thus A,, R,, ROred are as A, R, Rred. If A,, is a symmetric algebra over R,, 
thenA~AA,O,oR~:(M)O,,R~-(MO,,IR). 
From here the comments inRemark 4.7 of [4] apply, asthey only use the 
assumption that Rred is p-seminormal and not that R itself is p-seminormal. 
To wit, A has an augmentation e since A OR B z R[T, ,.., 7’ ,]. If Z=ker e, 
one shows Z is A-free using N” Pit R has no torsion when Rred is p- 
seminormal for all p [lo]. Z A-free implies A zR[T,], as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 [4]. 
What is new is that if Rred oes not have the property in question, then R
does not. Suppose there is an Rred algebra in one variable which is invertible 
but not projective, th nRred =R is not p-seminormal forsome p, so 
&= k[Z - 5Zp, Z”] can be constructed and then lifted to B = R[t, u], so 
B[Y,] =R[X,,X,]. B is clearly invertible. t is integral over R[u], so B is an 
R-algebra in one variable. If B were a symmetric R-algebra, S(M), then 
Bg S(M),,, 2 R/N @ S(M) 2 S(R/N @ R M) would be symmetric. Bg 
R[Z - tiZp, Zp]. Let Z= (Z - &Zp, Zp). Zis clearly an augmentation ideal 
(i.e., a kernel ofa homomorphism from 8 to R.) Thus, BE S(M) implies 
BE S(Z/Z’) [ 12, 3.101. Since Z/Z* is generated by the image of Z - EZp 
(check that Zp E I’), Z!? could be singly generated over R, and hence isomor- 
phic to @Xi] [5, 1.11. S’mce this is not the case, B is not a symmetric 
algebra over R, and the result follows. 
Greither’s paper also shows that a reduced R has the property that all 
projective R-algebras in one variable arsymmetric iff R is seminormal [4, 
2.6, 3.61. Infact, 2.6 states that if Rred is seminormal, then R has the 
property in question. We show the converse, o the following holds. 
THEOREM 4.2. R has the property that all projective R-algebras in one 
variable ar symmetric @ Rred has this property lfl Rred is seminormal. 
Proof. It only remains toshow that if Rred =R has a projective R- 
algebra A in one vriable which is not symmetric, then R has such an algebra. 
R cannot be seminormal, so there exist b; E so b3 = E*, but no d E R so 
a2 = 6 and a3 = E. Let S = R[d](z R[X]/(X2 - 6, X3 - E)) [10,4.3]. 
From Greither’s paper there exists A, a projective R-algebra which is not a 
symmetric algebra over R. Further, 2 can be chosen so that 2 is a retract of 
R[X, X2]. x will be described low for the interested rea er. Let $ be the 
retract map, so that x= &R[X,, X2]). By Theorem 2.2, $ can be lifted to 
R [X,, X2]. Let 0 be the lift, and let A = #(R [X,, X2]). Clearly, A is a 
projective R-algebra. A isnot a symmetric algebra over R, since A OR R= x 
is not a symmetric algebra over R. 
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The argument hat A is an R-algebra inone variable isessentially 
Greither’s. If the coeflicients of elements inKer 4 do not generate all of R, 
then Ker 4 c M[X, ,X,1. In this case, A OR R/M would be isomorphic to a 
polynomial ring in two variables, which is impossible for the particular 
example. Thus, the ideal of coefficients is all of R. Only a finite number of 
coefficients are required to generate R, so only a finite number of 
polynomials, h, ,..., h, are required. Then h* = h, + Xyh, + ... + X’f-‘jNhn 
has coeffkients which generate he unit ideal for N large enough to prevent 
“overlaps.” Since A = R[$(X,), @(X*)1, and 4(X,), 4(X,) satisfy h*= 0, the 
result follows. 
THE EXAMPLE ,%. Let A= R[Z - aZ*, U] s: S[Z]. Recall S = R [CT]. U is 
chosen in LT~S[Z] sothat Z = y(Z - CrZ’) + ti. If i= Z - 5Z*, then S[Z] = 
S[i, U]. Since S[ [r]] = S[ [Z]], ti is easy to find U. It can be shown that 
E’Zj E 2 for all i> 2, j > 1. In fact, ifR has characteristic 2, 2 is our old 
friend B= R[Z - 5Z*, Z’]. If U = a*f, define p:R[X, , X,] + A, by sending 
X, -+ f and X2 +J: Define j: S[Z] -+R[X,, X2] by sending Z to 
v(X,) + a*X,, and then restrict j to x Greither’s paper shows pj is the 
identity on A. The paper also shows that if 2 were a symmetric algebra over 
R, then x would be isomorphic to R(X] which is not the case. 
We also btain the following generalization of 4.3 of [4]. 
THEOREM 4.3. If R is a ring such that Rred is p-seminormalfor all p but 
not seminormal, then there xists a projective algebra inone variable which 
is not invertible. 
Proof: By 4.2, R has a projective algebra A in one variable which is not 
symmetric. If it were invertible, th n4.1 would be contradicted. 
We summarize the results. 
R is a commutative ring with 1. 
A is an algebra in1 variable over R. 
(1) R is reduced. 
(2) R is p-seminormal for all p. 
(3) R is seminormal. 
(4) A is symmetric. 
(5)A is projective. 
(6) A is invertible. 
(6) =j (5); (4) & (5) * (6); (3) =s- (2) =+- (1); 
&A is (2)o L(4)- (6)l; 
Rred is (3) - L(4) * WI, so L(4) 0 (5) 0 WI, 
Rred is (2) not (3) * U(5) not (6). 
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